In-der-Go -seinlassen: a note on Spinoza’s Religion1

Carlisle makes a strong case that Spinoza propounded a “theological metaphysics of
substance.”2 Quidquam est in Deo est, ‘being-in-God’ as she puts it, “is the fundamental tenet of
Spinoza’s thought.” She hyphenates the English
“to emphasise that there is, for Spinoza, no being apart from God, or prior to
God—just as Heidegger’s concept of In-der-Welt-sein, ‘being-in-the-world’,
aﬃrms that the human being is always already related to a world. According to
Spinoza, the fundamental and immediate truth about anything that is—anything
at all—is that it is in God.”3
Carlisle takes care to disabuse us of the one thing everybody knows about Spinoza: that Deus
sive Natura means ‘God’ is ‘really only’ another name for what is – the universe, nature, phusis,
cosmos, etc.4 Not so. On the contrary, “Spinoza oﬀers Natura naturans as, so to speak, an
alterna ve name of God. . . . ‘God’ and ‘Nature’ refer to dis nct (though not separate) reali es:
Nature has parts, while God is simple, neither composed of parts nor divisible into parts.”5
Nature as godhead is the keystone of the Ethics:
“If we assume that Deus sive Natura simply reduces God to a familiar modern
no on of nature, stripped of any theological meaning, then we lose the
concep on of God (or Natura naturans) as ontological ground which is so
integral to Spinoza’s metaphysics, with its deep commitment to the intelligibility
of being.”6
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Then what is God? God is inﬁnite substance, the one and only substance.7 All ﬁnite things are
‘modes,’ modiﬁca ons of that eternal substance.8 So there are two sorts of being-in-God.
“God’s own being-in-God is a being in se, while our [and every other mode’s] being-in-God is a
being in alio.” Carlisle notes that “This is an ontological diﬀerence, and it secures the rela on of
profound metaphysical in macy between God and ﬁnite things—an in macy indicated by some
of Spinoza’s key concepts: expression, par cipa on, immanence.”9 The principle of
being-in-God “establishes an asymmetry between God and the universe.” With the concepts of
substance and mode Spinoza “asserts the dependence of all things on God: to be a mode is to
be cons tu onally dependent, ‘in another’ and conceived through another, whereas substance
is self-suﬃcient, ‘in itself and conceived through itself’.”10
The conatus to secure, found, ground, establish, guarantee and so on mo vates the
metaphysics:
“Without the concept of God (or Natura naturans) as ontological ground, ﬁnite
things could be explained by other ﬁnite things, but nature as a whole would
have no explana on. It would be radically con ngent. Spinoza’s metaphysics
needs the concept of something that causes itself, and exists necessarily—that is,
the concept of substance—to secure the intelligibility of nature as a whole. Part
One of the Ethics proposes God as precisely this ground of being, and guarantor
of intelligibility.”11
His proposal that there is an eternal ground of all being, and that this one ground, exis ng
necessarily, is a self-suﬃcient substance ‘in itself and conceived through itself,’ means that
Spinoza was an advaitamahāsvabhāvādin (here’s hoping that’s a word). Sanskrit svabhāva
means ‘self-nature,’ ‘intrinsic nature,’ ‘own-being,’ and the like. (Over these tradi onal
renderings Garﬁeld prefers ‘essence.’12) The one and only (non-dual, undivided, advaita)
7
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svabhāva in which we live and move and have our being is therefore the One Great (mahā)
Substance, advaitamahāsvabhāva; and Spinoza himself an advaitamahāsvabhāvādin, a
One-Great-Substance-ologist; in Heidegger’s term an ontotheologian.
The insight of the Mahāyāna school was to recognize svabhāva as ‘the decisive move in the
conjuring trick.’ As Garﬁeld stresses,
“It cannot be overemphasized that as far as Nāgārjuna—or any Mahāyāna
Buddhist philosopher, for that ma er—is concerned, the view that the things we
perceive and of which we conceive, to the extent they exist at all, do so
inherently originates as an innate [sic; be er ‘inveterate’?] misapprehension and
is not the product of sophis cated philosophical theory. That is, we naively and
pretheore cally take things as substan al. . . . We can, to be sure, make
sophis cated philosophy out of this. And much of Western and Asian
metaphysics is devoted to that enterprise.”13
The no on sarvam śūnyam, ‘everything is empty,’ is accordingly the “conceptual founda on [sic;
the language of substance and ground is, like the Borg, everywhere] of Mahayana Buddhism.”14
Everything is empty of svabhāva, inherent nature. There is no such hypostasis, great or small.
Everything depends on other things; everything is rela onal; there is no ontological basis,
ground, founda on, etc.15 “[T]he ul mate truth is that there is no ul mate truth.”16 So star ng
out as substan vists, svabhāvins, we should ‘learn to tolerate the groundlessness of things’.17 A
person learning to tolerate emp ness (śūnyatā), the groundlessness of being, is a śūnyasin; a
philosophical explorer of emp ness a śūnyavādin. Nietzsche, Wi genstein, and Heidegger were
śūnyavādins.
On the empty hand “The diﬃculty is to realize the groundlessness of our believing.”18 On the
ontotheological hand, “When the righteous man searches [ζητῶν ὁ δίκαιος] for the nature of all
things [τὴν τῶν ὄντων φύσιν], he makes his own admirable discovery [εὑρίσκει ἄριστον
εὕρημα]: that all is God’s grace. . . . Everything in the world [ἐν κόσμῳ], and the very world itself
13
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[αὐτὸς ὁ κόσμος], manifests [simply ἐστί in the text] the blessings and generosity of God.”19 The
realiza on (einzusehen), respec vely discovery (εὕρημα), is ontological insight into the
intelligibility of being,20 so the task on both sides of the table is to induce the insight.
Carlisle explicates Spinoza’s concep on of scien a intui va as subsuming the human capacity
for insight, anagnorisis, etc. in these words:
“[A] more palpable instance of scien a intui va is the sense of realisa on and
recogni on that comes when we suddenly grasp something that was previously
obscure: in this case, we really feel the transi on in our mind, as we pass from
not understanding something to understanding it. This transi on is so
evident—the contrast is so stark—that it is impossible not to no ce it. To use
Spinoza’s own metaphor, it is like ligh ng a candle in a dark room (see E2p43s),
and this is why, when we describe a sudden realisa on, we some mes say ‘it
dawned on me’. The Ethics itself provides very ample opportuni es to
experience this dawning—the passage from darkness to light, from confusion to
understanding—and to thereby feel our own intellectual ac vity, our own power
of thinking. This is always an aﬀec ve breakthrough, too, a passage from the
frustrated, fumbling impotence of bewilderment to the happy power of clear
vision. It can take me—minutes, days, years—to fully understand a single
proposi on, yet as soon as understanding comes, we recognise its truth and at
the same me know that we have grasped this truth.”21
What both Spinozists and Mahāyānists hope to do is induce ontological insight of the most
powerful – life-changing – signiﬁcance; namely, that “Everything is in God”22 and that
‘everything is empty’, respec vely.23
19
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And – kull wahad – they both do. But they cannot, so far as I can ﬁnd out, induce both
ontological insights in the same person at the same me. This duck-rabbit crux echoes in Bohr’s
outcry to Jerome Bruner, “You cannot know somebody at the same me in the light of love and
in the light of jus ce!”24 If the phenomenon of the whole is both what shows up and the person
it shows up to, then ‘complementarity’ names the limi ng condi on: one ontological insight at a
me. Being is intelligible, shows up as, par cle in this set-up, wave in that, never both at once.
Take another case. Spinoza’s highest human good is acquiescen a in se ipso.25 The analog in
Heidegger – eigentliche Entschlossenheit – we can gloss as ‘opened-upness in se ipso.’ How’s
that? Carlisle shows that Spinoza’s three kinds of acquiescen a “express three diﬀerent
quali es of thinking: the unse led, confused, anxious thinking of imagina on and opinion; the
stable, ordered thinking of reason; and the intui ve thinking that understands things
immediately, as they are in God, sub specie aeternita s.”26 In Heidegger their correlates are
Verfallen,27 rechnende Denken,28 and eigentliche Entschlossenheit.29
“While the second kind of cogni on,” Carlisle explains,
“consists in a process of reasoning that traces, step by step, the logical
connec ons between ideas and the causal connec on between things, intui ve
thinking [scien a intui va] is not a process at all: it grasps the truth immediately.
. . . While it brings deep rest and peace, it also expresses the highest degree of
ac vity and striving. Spinoza states that ‘the greatest virtue of the mind, that is,
the mind’s power, or nature, or its greatest striving, is to understand things by
the model of produc vity as distributed log-normally among members of a scien ﬁc research team. (“It is
well-known that some workers in scien ﬁc research laboratories are enormously more crea ve than others.”
William Shockley, “On the Sta s cs of Individual Varia ons of Produc vity in Research Laboratories,” 45
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the third kind of knowledge’ (E5p25d); and just two proposi ons later he asserts
that ‘the greatest acquiescen a there can be arises from this kind of knowledge’
(E5p27).”30
According to Heidegger “The most primordial [ursprünglichste], and indeed the most authen c
[eigentlichste], disclosedness [Erschlossenheit] in which Dasein, as a poten ality-for-Being
[Seinkönnen], can be, is the truth of existence [die Wahrheit der Existenz].”31 And the truth of
existence is the ﬁnitude of existence. The truth of existence is grasped – the ontological insight
comes – in Angst or in some other ‘original experience,’ in einer ursprünglichen Erfahrung;32
some “decisive experience where we might learn with that abysmal depth the richness of being
sheltering itself in the essen al nothingness.”33 Anyhow,
“Once grasped, the ﬁnitude of existence [Endlichkeit der Existenz] snatches one
back from the endless mul plicity of easily available possibili es—taking it easy,
trea ng things lightly, shirking responsibility—and brings openness [Dasein] to
the simplicity of ‘choosing its fate.’ . . . ‘Choosing one’s fate’ is the powerless
superior power (ever ready for adversity) of silently and dreadfully understanding
oneself in terms of one’s own lack-in-being [Schuldigsein].”34
As Sheehan puts it vividly,
“But surprisingly, the no-thing we encounter [in dreadful wonder], this yawning
abyss under our feet, is a nihil that is neither absolutum nor even nega vum. . . .
You cannot make sense of the absurd—trying to do so would itself be
absurd—but you can make sense of everything else as you stand there with your
back pressed up against your death. You now see that, against the encompassing
dark, you sustain a fragile bit of space within which things appear as
meaningful.”35
30
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This insight into the intelligibility of being is that Dasein is the being of intelligibility. Dasein, the
sense-making en ty, is ﬁnite in all respects and does not through its ontological insight – unlike
Spinoza’s human being – take part in the eternity of God.36 Heidegger nonetheless a ests to
the same beneﬁts from this experience as Spinoza does for the third kind of acquiescen a:
empowerment (das vereinzelte Seinkönnen),37 self-constancy (die Ständigkeit des Selbst),38
absence of fear (der Entschlossene kennt keine Furcht),39 joy (die gerüstete Freude).40
Carlisle comments that acquiescen a in se ipso is “a single aﬀect in which cogni on—ideas
about oneself and one’s rela on to God—is thoroughly blended with feeling. Of course we may
dis nguish them conceptually . . . as two elements or aspects of acquiescen a in se ipso, but
this is only to explain why they are inseparable.”41 As inseparable as are the existen als
Verstehen, understanding, and Beﬁndlichkeit, the state of mind in which Dasein ﬁnds itself, its
S mmung, ‘mood ’.42
“The ‘power’ of the third kind of knowledge consists in the way it produces aﬀects—and these
par cular aﬀects are themselves especially empowering.” In other words “the thing itself is
very simple. Do we feel anxious or contented? Are we agitated or at peace? Spinoza oﬀers this
feeling of being ourselves as a guide to the depth of our self-understanding, the adequacy of
our metaphysics and our theology, the truth of our religion.”43
It’s me to take the leap and assert that the truth of ontological insight is beside the point.
“Truth is the kind of error without which a par cular kind of living creature could not live. The
value for life is ul mately decisive.”44 ‘Truth,’ in Nietzsche’s way of thinking, “designates not
absence of signiﬁcance; it is the world as unread and unreadable.” William H. Gass, The Tunnel ([1995] 1999)
184-185.
36
The Ethics conceives human eternity as a way of exis ng in God, and thereby par cipa ng in God’s eternity while
s ll living.” “Spinoza’s account of the eternity of the mind should be understood . . . as a transforma on, at once
ethical and ontological, that so ens the dis nc on, perhaps even to the vanishing point, between a human being’s
ﬁnite life and the eternal life of God.” Spinoza’s Religion 163.
37
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Id. 144, 133. For Heidegger ‘being ourselves’ is ‘being uncanny.’ See Katherine Withy, Heidegger on Being
Uncanny (2019).
44
Wahrheit ist die Art von Irrthum, ohne welche eine bes mmte Art von lebendigen Wesen nicht leben könnte. Der
Werth für das Leben entscheidet zuletzt. Friedrich Nietzsche, Nachgelassene Fragmente April–Juni 1885, Gruppe 34
[253]. Cf. “Desire for life . . . is an intrinsic or immanent fulﬁllment . . .” Spinoza’s Religion 159.
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necessarily the opposite of error but in its most fundamental cases only the posi on of various
errors in rela on to one another.”45 ‘Truth’ springs from the mutual interference of various
errors, their interrela on the Ur in Ursprung. “There are many kinds of eyes,”46 many kinds of
‘fundamental cases,’ in the sense of mutually exclusive ontological insights; being is intelligible
in a variety of incompa ble ways. How can this be?
Carlisle’s text provides a clue. The Ethics
“advances a robust cri que of the doctrine of divine love that imagines God as a
heteronomous cause outside the world, external to and indeed far beyond each
individual. According to this anthropomorphic theology, the rela onal dynamic
between ourselves and God is o en imagined to be like that between an
uncomprehending child, who is anxious for approval and fearful of punishment,
and her remote, forbidding, inscrutable father.”47
The anxious, fearful, uncomprehending child personiﬁes the problem-situa on that is human
social existence. “In highly social organisms,” West-Eberhard writes,
“social compe on screens access to virtually all crucial resources (food, space,
protec on, and mates . . . [sc. and approval, esteem, love]). . . . Humans engage
in ﬁne-tuned assessment of relatedness, status, and reciprocity in alliances and
exchange, where they make precise quan ta ve assessments and remember
them for long periods of me. For these reasons, hypotheses for the
evolu onary increase in the size of the human brain seem to me most convincing
when they deal with social aspects of judgment and intelligence, such as use of
language . . . or the expansion and assessment of social alliances . . . , and least
convincing when they address ecological aspects, such as tool making or
throwing ability of hunters . . . Throwing ability of warriors would be more
credible, but not as convincing as assessment of alliances and tac cs on the
ba leﬁeld, where an unending, runaway process of evolu on under social
selec on would apply . . .”48
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„Wahrheit“: das bezeichnet innerhalb meiner Denkweise nicht nothwendig einen Gegensatz zum Irrthum, sondern
in den grundsätzlichsten Fällen nur eine Stellung verschiedener Irrthümer zu einander. NF April–Juni 1885, Gruppe
38 [4].
46
Es giebt vielerlei Augen. NF April–Juni 1885, Gruppe 34 [230]. Taylor Carman’s transla on of these fragments in
his anthology Nietzsche On Truth and Untruth: Selected Wri ngs (ed. tr. Taylor Carman 2010).
47
Spinoza’s Religion 139.
48
Mary Jane West-Eberhard, Developmental Plas city and Evolu on (2003) 464, references omi ed.
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Ordinary insight is very beneﬁcial in prac cal problem-solving,49 and insight as a
problem-solving aid seems to be a primate specialty; Köhler’s chimpanzees showed insight in
solving the problems he contrived to test them.50 But most everyday problems in highly social
organisms like primates are social problems51 – social life is the ba leﬁeld – and insight into
social situa ons the most beneﬁcial of all “social aspects of judgment and intelligence” in the
“unending, runaway process of evolu on under social selec on.” So the primate child, if she is
to thrive, must quickly see when to approach and when to avoid the Old Guy, that is, to assess
the present Situa on; albeit uncomprehending of why there are situa ons at all, instead of just
nothing.
Aristotle describes insight both in terms of solu on to a non-social puzzle and of swi intui on
into social situa ons:
“Quick wit [ἀγχίνοια] is a faculty of hi ng upon [εὐστοχία τις, ‘a good shot’] the
middle term instantaneously [‘in the blink of an eye,’ ἐν ἀσκέπτῳ χρόνῳ;
Spinoza’s uno intuitu videmus]. It would be exempliﬁed by a man who saw that
the moon has her bright side always turned towards the sun, and quickly grasped
[ταχὺ ἐνενόησε] the cause of this, namely that she borrows her light from him;
or observed somebody in conversa on with a man of wealth and divined [ἔγνω]
that he was borrowing money, or that the friendship of these people sprang from
a common enmity. In all these instances he has seen [ἰδὼν] the major and minor
terms and then grasped [ἐγνώρισεν] the causes, the middle terms.”52
49

“What is progress toward the solu on? Advancing mobiliza on and organiza on of our knowledge, evolu on of
our concep on of the problem, increasing prevision of the steps which will cons tute the ﬁnal argument. We may
advance steadily, by small impercep ble steps, but now and then we advance abruptly, by leaps and bounds. A
sudden advance toward the solu on is called a BRIGHT IDEA, a good idea, a happy thought, a brain-wave (in
German there is a more technical term, Einfall). What is a bright idea? An abrupt and momentous change of our
outlook, a sudden reorganiza on of our mode of conceiving the problem, a just emerging conﬁdent prevision of
the steps we have to take in order to a ain the solu on.” Georg Polya, How to Solve It: A new aspect of
mathema cal method (2nd ed. 1957) 159.
50
The hallmark of insight: “The genuine achievement takes place as a single con nuous occurrence, a unity [als ein
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the true solu on is made more striking by a discon nuity [Unste gkeit] at its beginning.” Wolfgang Köhler, The
Mentality of Apes (Intelligenzprüfungen an Menschenaﬀen 2nd rev. ed. tr. Ella Winter 1927) 16, 17.
51
“Almost every chapter of this book has emphasized the complexity of the fusion-ﬁssion society in which the
chimpanzee lives and has provided examples of the way in which he must cope with this ever-changing social
scene. In the natural habitat heavy demands are placed on his cogni ve abili es; if he cannot meet the challenge,
he will fare less well than his more intelligent companions. He must be able to sort out and correctly respond to
informa on from a wide variety of s muli. His social environment may change at any moment from a peaceful
party of two or three individuals to a large and excited gathering, and he must be able to adjust his behavior
accordingly.” Jane Goodall, The Chimpanzees of Gombe: Pa erns of Behavior (1986) 565.
52
Analy ca posteriora 89b 10-15 (tr. G. R. G. Mure 1925).
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The interest here is not the shoehorning of insight into syllogism, but the phenomenon of
scien a intui va in assessing situa ons of resource-access and alliance-maintenance. This
meat-and-potatoes kind of insight gets Platonized at De Anima 431b 2: τὰ μὲν οὖν εἴδη τὸ
νοητικὸν ἐν τοῖς φαντάσμασι νοεῖ, ‘the noe c faculty cognizes the forms in ‘phantasms,’
images.’ So for the main diﬀerence between situa onal insight and metaphysical vision we can
adapt a thought from West-Eberhard: ontological insights are less constrained in their objects
than are situa onal insights, since they encounter no ceiling of truth in their reach.53
Carlisle suggests that “in scien a intui va there is no dis nc on between what is known and
the act of knowing it.”54 She cites E5p30:
“Our mind, so far as it knows itself and its body under the form of eternity, has
necessarily the knowledge of God, and knows itself to be in God and to be
conceived by and through God.” [Mens nostra quatenus se et corpus sub
aeternita s specie cognoscit, eatenus Dei cogni onem necessario habet, scitque
se in Deo esse et per Deum concipi.]
“Has the knowledge of God,” Dei cogni onem habet, may mean either ‘knows God’ or ‘has the
knowledge that God has,’ or both. In ‘the knowledge that God has’ there is no dis nc on
between what is known and the act of knowing it. God knows in crea ng the objects of
knowing.
Heidegger, glossing Kant, dis nguishes human knowledge from God’s knowledge. “The ﬁnitude
of human knowledge must ﬁrst of all be sought in the ﬁnitude of its own intui on [in der
Endlichkeit der ihr eigenen Anschauung].”
“The essence of ﬁnite human knowledge [Erkenntnis] is illustrated by the
contrast between it and the idea of inﬁnite divine knowledge, or intuitus
originarius. . . . Now, the diﬀerence between inﬁnite and ﬁnite intui on
[Anschauung] consists in the fact that the former, in its immediate representa on
of the individual [in ihrem unmi elbaren Vorstellen des Einzelnen], i.e., of the
unique, singular being as a whole, ﬁrst brings this being into its Being [dieses
Seiende allererst in sein Sein bringt], helps it into its coming-into-being (origo).
Absolute intui ng would not be absolute if it depended upon a being already at
53

She writes: “manipula ve signals are less constrained in their evolu on than are indicator signals, since there is
no ceiling of truth to their change, other than their costs under natural selec on.” Developmental Plas city and
Evolu on 467. That ontological insights are omni-direc onal runaways from prac cal service is just a guess, of
course, and any guess at the riddle will come from an ontological presupposi on. The present guess has obviously
been li ed from a shelf at GOFMANS (good old-fashioned materialist-atheist natural selec on).
54
Spinoza’s Religion 150.
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hand and if the intuitable ﬁrst became accessible in its ‘taking the measure’ of
this being. Divine knowing is represen ng which, in intui ng, ﬁrst creates the
intuitable being as such [das im Anschauen das anschaubare Seiende als solches
allererst scha ]. But because it immediately looks at the being as a whole,
simply seeing through it in advance [es im vorhinein schlechthin durchschauend],
it cannot require thinking [Denken]. Thinking as such is thus already the mark of
ﬁnitude.”55
Whereas scien a intui va sub aeternita s specie is divine.
Human knowledge apes, if you like, the divine in that it too creates intuitable beings; not,
proximally, like God, ‘out of nothing’56 but out of somethings already at hand:57 “they sewed ﬁg
leaves together and made themselves aprons.” Before that fatal day Crea on knew no aprons.
Spinoza did the same: he took the metaphysics of the ancients, being-as-substance,58 and
s tched the spirit of Scripture into it,59 crea ng a novel fabric of ontotheology. Thanks to Clare
Carlisle for making that novelty and its power explicit for us.
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55

Mar n Heidegger, Kant and the Problem of Metaphysics (5th ed., enlarged tr. Richard Ta 1997) 17.
Yet distally, primordially, rather closer to God’s way: “ex nihilo omne ens qua ens ﬁt. Only in the nothing of Dasein
do beings as a whole, in accord with their own most proper possibility – that is, in a ﬁnite way – come to
themselves.” “What is metaphysics?” in Pathmarks 95. Meaningfulness proceeds from unmeaning, Sinnlosigkeit.
Reworking a line of Nietzsche’s: ‘Let us beware of saying that the absurd is the opposite of the meaningful. The
meaningful is only a type of what is absurd—and a very rare type.’ Hüten wir uns, zu sagen, dass Tod dem Leben
entgegengesetzt sei. Das Lebende ist nur eine Art des Todten, und eine sehr seltene Art. Die fröhliche Wissenscha
(1882/1887) Dri es Buch ¶ 109.
57
Gould’s “Nietzsche-Darwin principle of quirky func onal shi .” Stephen Jay Gould, The Structure of Evolu onary
Theory (2002) 1230.
58
Per Ernst Cassirer “Being in ancient metaphysics was substance, what forms a ground [das eine
Zugrundeliegende].” As cited in Peter E. Gordon, Con nental Divide: Heidegger, Cassirer, Davos (2010) 208. A book
all about ‘two kinds of eyes.’
59
“Indeed, the Ethics might plausibly be read as a philosophical exposi on of the theology of 1 John, situa ng the
biblical text in the seventeenth-century European context by accentua ng (and explaining with ra onal arguments)
the harmful psychological and social eﬀects of fear, and by insis ng that hatred fuelling sectarian conﬂict must be
overcome by love.” Spinoza’s Religion 161.
56
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